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We strongly believe that people 
prefer handmade products. All 

our  products are handmade, 
eco-friendly & exclusive

Introduction

Only the highest quality raw materials, product 
formulations and packaging materials are used, 
ensuring the finished product meets our exacting 
standards.  

Making great sustainable products  

We produce clay materials that are eco-friendly. We 
work hard to reduce our impact on the environment. 
We reclaim our own liquid waste glaze and our scrap 
clay and put it back into our clay body. Heat captured 
from our kilns is used to dry our tiles prior to firing.  

We will continue to make products that can last a 
lifetime. It makes sense for the client and it makes 

We merge the ancient techniques with 
contemporary aesthetics, offering a new dimension 
of tiles



FORMATS



Glaze specification 

Baldosas glazed Portuguese tiles has its core strength in the wide 
knowledge of colours. We are always ahead of different colour 

expressions.  
A colour reaches its maximum when the pigment has been developed to 
the highest emotional resonance for that colour. There is so much more to 

our work than fine raw materials and high pigment loads.  
We are forging together the right balance of pigment, glaze, history, 

science and emotion.  
The collection features 142 subtle, luminous, semi-transparent, deep, 
metallic colours. Each of them has a historical and artistic background.  



BASIC COLORS
REF COLOR NAME GLAZE GLAZE VARIATION USE IN POOL

BS001 Orange yellow Glossy translucent Low X

BS002 Silvergrey white Glossy translucent Low X

BS007 Peach Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS010 Baby flamingo Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS011 Flamingo pink Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS012 Black Glossy solid Low X

BS014 Cobalt blue Glossy solid Low X

BS017 Indigo Satin to glossy solid Low X

BS020 Vanilla cream Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS022 Mint green Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS023 Lavender violet blue Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS025 Oyster white Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS028 Charcoal grey Glossy solid Moderate X

BS029 Elephant grey Glossy translucent Low X

BS037 Soft lilac Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS038 Neon green Glossy translucent Low X

BS039 Water Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS040 Forest green Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS042 Grey white Glossy solid Low X

BS043 French grey Glossy solid Low X

BS044 Greenblue Glossy solid Low X

BS046 Mojito green Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS049 Yellow Glossy solid Low X

BS051 Dolfin blue Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS053 Saffron yellow Glossy translucent High X

BS054 Caramel Glossy translucent High X

BS055 Sky blue Glossy translucent Low X

BS057 Brown beer bottle Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS059 Structure sand Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS061 Crackle violet Glossy translucent craquelê High

BS065 Blue Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS067 Crackle mint blue Glossy translucent craquelê High



REF COLOR NAME GLAZE GLAZE VARIATION USE IN POOL

BS068 Crystal blue Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS069 Deep blue Glossy solid Low X

BS071 Turquoise Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS074 Emerald blue Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS075 Marine sea blue Glossy translucent craquelê High

BS083 Ocean blue Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS088 Jeans blue Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS089 Tempest green Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS090 Pinguin white Satin to glossy solid Low X

BS091 Minimal white Glossy solid Low X

BS092 Lemon tart Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS096 Sand Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS097 Crackle sand Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS101 Innocent pink Glossy solid Low X

BS103 Pink Glossy solid Moderate X

BS110 Bordeaux Glossy translucent Low X

BS113 Light yellow Glossy translucent craquelê Low

BS150 Salmon Glossy translucent Low X

BS151 Dark grey blue Satin to glossy solid Low X

BS152 Lightblue Satin to glossy solid Low X

BS190 Transparant white Glossy translucent craquelê Low

BS202 Giraf white Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

BS301 Siena Glossy translucent craquelê Low X

BS600 Aquamarine Glossy translucent craquelê Low X

BS608 Medium aquamarine Glossy solid Low X

BS618 Amazon green Glossy solid Low X

BS625 Dark olive green Glossy solid Low X

BS628 Green guru Glossy solid Low X

BS700 British green Glossy translucent Moderate X

BS705 Teal blue Glossy solid Low X

BASIC COLORS



REF COLOR NAME GLAZE GLAZE VARIATION USE IN POOL

MT800 Matt chocolate brown Satin matt Low X

MT810 Matt coffee black Satin matt Low X

MT815 Matt black Satin matt Low X

MT820 Matt graphite grey Satin matt Low X

MT825 Matt smokey grey Satin matt Low X

MT830 Matt cotton white Satin matt Low X

MT835 Matt industrial grey Satin matt Low X

MT845 Matt vintage red Satin matt Low X

MT850 Matt glacier white Satin matt Low X

MT855 Matt elegant greige Satin matt Low X

MT860 Matt olive green Satin matt Low X

MT865 Matt dark green Satin matt Low X

MT875 Matt adorable pink Satin matt Low X

MT880 Matt soft pink Satin matt Low X

MT885 Matt old pink Satin matt Low X

MT890 Matt sand Satin matt Low X

MT900 Matt green blue Satin matt Low X

MT910 Matt historical blue Satin matt Low X

MT915 Matt royal blue Satin matt Low X

MT920 Matt blue Satin matt Low X

MT925 Matt sky blue Satin matt Low X

MATT COLORS



REF COLOR NAME GLAZE GLAZE VARIATION USE IN POOL

OX010 Marine blue Glossy translucent High X

OX011 Blue Glossy translucent High X

OX020 Teal bluegreen Glossy translucent High X

OX021 Aqua mist Glossy translucent High X

OX022 Petroleum Glossy translucent High X

OX023 Metallic blue Glossy translucent High X

OX031 Emerald blue Glossy translucent High X

OX032 Lavender grey Glossy translucent High X

OX042 Jungle green Glossy translucent High X

OX044 Metallic green Glossy translucent High X

OX050 Turquoise Glossy translucent High X

OX060 Forest green Glossy translucent High X

OX061 Guacamole green Glossy translucent High X

OX071 Hazelnut brown Glossy translucent Moderate X

OX072 Antracite Glossy translucent Moderate

OX074 Grey Glossy translucent Moderate

OX075 Silvergrey Glossy translucent Moderate

OX076 Beige Glossy translucent Moderate X

OXIDE COLORS






REF COLOR NAME GLAZE GLAZE VARIATION USE IN POOL

SF001 Chili red Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate X

SF008 Acid yellow Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate X

SF010 Deep orange Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate X

SF018 Wasabi Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate X

SF030 Eggplant Glossy translucent Moderate X

SF032 Carrot orange Glossy translucent Low X

SF050 Tomato red Glossy translucent Low X

SF304 Wine red Glossy solid Low X

SF320 Pretty red Glossy solid Low X

SF340 Zucchini Glossy translucent craquelê  High

SF341 Caramel structure Glossy translucent craquelê  High

SF380 Red cobra Reactive craquelê Moderate X

SF381 Orange cobra Reactive craquelê Moderate X

SF382 Yellow cobra Reactive craquelê Moderate X

SFF383 Mint cobra Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

SF384 Spearmint cobra Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

SF385 Violet cobra Glossy translucent craquelê Moderate

SF390 Blue cobra Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF391 Green cobra Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF392 Lime cobra Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF393 Atlantic blue Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF394 Caribbean Green Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF395 Sand cobra Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF396 Lemon Glossy translucent craquelê High

SF397 Dame blanche Glossy translucent craquelê High

SPECIAL FIRING



REF COLOR NAME GLAZE GLAZE VARIATION USE IN 
POOL

VM006 Lava Metallic matt Low

VM009 Black nickel Metallic glossy Low X

VM012 Old gold Metallic craquelé Moderate X

VM018 Bronze gold Metallic craquelé High X

VM109 Black nickel explosion Metallic glossy Low X

VM112 Old gold explosion Metallic craquelé Moderate X

VM118 Bronze gold explosion Metallic craquelé High X

VM200 Pearl White Metallic matt Moderate

VM210 Copper Metallic matt Moderate

VM220 Olive bronze Metallic matt Moderate

VM240 Powder pink Metallic matt Moderate

METALLIC COLORS



 

It is important to understand that the differences in colour, shape, size, texture and 
moisture absorption are the unique characteristics that distinguish each of these tile 

TILE 
UNDERSTANDING

Glazed Tile  
 
A colored, liquid glaze is applied to the 
surface of a clay body. 
The tile is fired in a kiln at very high 
temperatures of more than 1.050 oC . 
The glazing process defines the colour and 
surface texture and produces a hard, non-
porous, impermeable tile with a very low 
water absorption rate. 
Glazed tiles are easier to clean and any 
liquid on its surface will drain faster. 

Size and Length Variation  
 
Our tiles shrink during the production 
process. You can expect some variation, 
especially on longer tiles.  
 
Clay is an elastic material, therefore it will 
attempt to regain its original shape as it 
moves through the production process. 
For this reason, you can expect both an 
acceptable amount of lengthwise bowing 
and a surface undulation. 

Please note that these are only recommendations and in some cases the tiles may be suitable 
for installation in additional spaces. Contact us for more information.  

Our tile collection is suitable for most interior and exterior applications, including residential 
and commercial floors, walls, counters, showers, bathrooms, swimming pools, spas and 
fountains. Proper installation and maintenance is critical.

Colour and Glaze Variation 
 
Shade variation is inherent in all fired ceramic products and certain tiles will show greater 
variation within their dye lots. 
We assign all our glazes with a low, moderate, high or very high rating. See our Glaze Guide 
for a complete description of glaze characteristics. 
Glazing on relief tiles will vary in thickness and as a result the glazing may appear darker and 
lighter in different areas throughout the tile. 



INSTALLATION & 
MAINTENANCE
TILE PREPARATION  

Meticulously plan your layout. The time you take for 
preparation and placement will greatly impact the 
finished result. • Pre-sort your tile by colour and size 
so you can distribute the range of variation 
throughout the installation. 
• Blending is recommended. 
• Inspect each tile for cracks or other deformities that 
make its use inappropriate for the application 
intended.  

TILE GROUTING  

We advise a grout joint (1 to 4 mm) which joins the 
tiles so that they touch one another with an irregular 
space left between tiles, created by the imperfection 
of the edges. 

Grout joint width can be varied to adjust 
tile alignment with adjacent handmade 
tiles or other architectural elements.  
Give design consideration to the grout 
colour as it relates to the colour of tile 
chosen. You can accentuate the tile with a 
border of contrasting grout colour. To 
more closely connect each tile with each 
other, use a grout colour in a hue that 
approximates the colors found in the tile.  

TILE INSTALLATION 

Proper preparation and the right choice of 
adhesives and grouts for the type of tile 
and specific project conditions are critical 
for achieving a long-lasting installation. 
Our tiles can be installed with any 
conventional tiling method, using any 
mortars, adhesives (EN 1200 C2) and grout 
compounds (EN 13888) suitable for wall 
tiles.  



 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt labore.

1. Prepare the surface. Substrate must be clean, leveled and adequately set.  

2. Determine the layout and mark the surface. For aesthetic and technical optimisation, 
define starting points and cuttings.  

3. Distribute the tiles. Pre-sort your tile by colour and size so you can distribute the range 
of variation throughout the installation.  

4. Apply the proper tile adhesive. Use a large-toothed trowel to spread the adhesive.  

5. Install the tiles. Lay down tiles by lining them up and pressing them firmly into the 
adhesive. Installation is easier if you use X-shaped tile spacers.  

6. Cut the tiles. If some tiles need to be trimmed, you can use either a snap tile cutter or a 
wet tile saw.  

7. Grout the joints. Allow the adhesive to cure for about 24 hours and then fill in the 
joints with the selected grout, using a rubber grout float.  

8. Clean the tiles after grouting. The excess grout must be cleaned immediately with a 
wet sponge, rinsing often.  



Please order carefully and check te product specifications. Variations in colour, shade, 
tonality, texture and crazing are inherent characteristics of our tiles.

TERMS & 
CONDITIONS

Placing orders 

Check the quantities. Ordering proper 
quantities is essential, as we cannot 
guarantee an exact match between 
batches. We recommend ordering 10% 
extra tiles.  

Check delivery requirements and delivery 
costs.  

Once production has begun, orders 
cannot be cancelled.  

Prices and delivery 
 
Prices are subject to change without notice 
according to cost variations. All product 
prices quoted exclude the cost of delivery.  

We can arrange delivery anywhere in the 
world. Please contact us to request a 
freight quote. Tiles are packed in 
cardboard boxes, loaded on a protected 
and sealed pallet. Pallets are delivered on 
the pavement. Delivery terms are to be 
considered indicative. Eventual delivery 
delays do not entitle customers to claim 
indemnity. 

Returns 

Please order carefully as we cannot accept returns. Check your products carefully on 
delivery. Any problems with quality, quantity and kind of material supplied must be reported 
to us within 7 working days after delivery. No claim will be accepted once the material has 
been installed. Damage caused by inappropriate installation, accident, misuse or improper 
maintenance is not covered by BALDOSAS products warranty.  

Variations in facial dimensions and thickness will be allowed as per handcrafted products 
standards. Although we provides Installation and Maintenance guidelines, its liability is 
strictly limited to the supply of products. 

Lead times 
 
Nearly every product is made to order. Our lead times vary from product to product and 
may also be extended at certain times of the year. Nevertheless, we try to follow these 
timelines:  
• In-stock tiles: 2 weeks / made to order tiles: 7 weeks. 
• Custom designed tiles and pottery: quoted on an individual basis.  
• Exceptionally large quantities: quoted on an individual basis.  
 
All lead times will be quoted on purchase order. Please contact us for stock checks. 



PHYSYCAL & CHEMICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS

Tiles are referred to its nominal size, not its actual size. Due to the handcrafted nature of our 
products, dimensions are approximate and may be subject to a degree of inaccuracy.  
The number of tiles supplied per square meter is approximate and depends upon the 
suggested grout joint. A possible variation in shades is considered as a particularity of such 
products. Tiles may exhibit variations from samples and within a shipped lot. 




